How to Prevent IE8 Graphing Issues with Accsense Monitoring Systems
Graph Data in Real Time with Accsense Wireless Systems
CHESTERLAND OH—August 7, 2014

If you are experiencing graphing issues with Accsense Monitoring Systems using Internet Explorer 8 or
above, we at Accsense have a quick fix for you in this brief walkthrough. Whether you’re using our wired
pods or wireless temperature data loggers, you can quickly resolve any graphing problems you may
have.
Since Microsoft has changed how Internet Explorer 8 and above renders certain flash content in
Windows Vista, 7, and 8, this can cause issues in the Accsense Monitoring System web interface when
loading historical graphs of users’ data. This issue takes the form of a constant ‘loading’ message instead
of displaying the graph normally.
However you can easily resolve this graphing issue by using Internet Explorer’s Compatibility Mode. You
can do this in either of two ways:
1. For a quick solution, look on the right-hand side of the address bar where you will see an icon
that looks like a ripped page of paper:

Just click on this icon in the graph window to reload the page in Compatibility Mode. This will display the
graph normally.
2. For a permanent solution, just open Internet Explorer and press your keyboard’s Alt key to open
up IE’s drop-down menus. These appear just underneath the address bar and give you options
such as File, Edit, View, Tools, etc. Click on the Tools menu. You’ll see the following menu:

From the list click on Compatibility View settings, and then click the checkbox next to ‘Display all
websites in compatibility view’. Now click ‘Close’. This will permanently remove your graphing issues.
To resolve this or other issues you may be having, you can also refer to our Accsense FAQ page.
Accsense provides a range of wireless temperature data loggers and wired pods to help protect your
critical healthcare and life science products. Offering higher accuracy than paperless chart recorders or
electric thermometers, Accsense is more reliable and sends all your temperature data online where it’s
available 24/7. No competing system is this easy to learn, to use, or to access.

Our bestselling Accsense A2-05 Ethernet Temperature
Monitor connects to medical storage units to cover one or
more monitoring points with inputs for external sensors
including 2 RTDs and a thermocouple. No need to
purchase a wireless gateway—these wired data loggers
automatically transmit their data to the secure Accsense
cloud servers for truly effective continual monitoring. You
can view this data online from any web-enabled device—
desktop, laptop or smartphone.
Call your local Accsense reseller for details or visit our
website at Accsense.com to learn more about these
sophisticated monitoring systems.

To learn more about our bestselling Accsense A2-05 Ethernet Temperature Monitoring Pods, our
wireless temperature monitoring solutions, or to find the ideal device for your application-specific
needs, contact us at Accsense Inc. at (800) 956-4437 or visit the website at www.AccsenseInc.com.
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